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To whom it may concern,

A revised version of manuscript # 1439531792197055 is being submitted. Changes have been made to the manuscript to address the concerns expressed in the e-mail correspondence dated October 20, 2008. Specifically, the following changes have been made:

-the acronym "CPR" has been spelled out in full in both the manuscript title and the submission system
-the subtitles in the abstract have been structured as per your wishes in both the manuscript and the submission system
-the references have been formatted according to your wishes. It should be noted however, that the original reference list in the manuscript initially submitted was generated using the most recent version of the biomedcentral output style downloaded from your website. This output style truncates the author list at 10 names and adds et al. If you wish the first 30 authors to be included, you should ensure that your output style will generate that correctly so that authors do not have to either enter references by hand or revise your output style file.

I trust that with these changes made, the manuscript should be ready for publication. I look forward to receiving confirmation of publication.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Christian Vaillancourt